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Our weekly Say on Pay report often raises interesting questions about what the 
data really mean.  These questions are addressed in this series. All of our Say on 
Pay materials can be accessed at www.semlerbrossy.com/sayonpay. 

Introduction 

In last year’s Behind the Numbers post titled “Are the Companies Failing Say on Pay in 2013 Smaller 
than Prior Years?”, we investigated whether companies that failed Say on Pay with less than 50% vote 
support were smaller than in prior years. We found that companies with revenue below $500MM were 
in fact failing at a higher rate. In this post, we further the analyses done last year to understand 
whether this observation holds true in 2014.  

Our results seem to indicate that larger companies may be more able to devote resources to Say on Pay 
processes and manage the vote more effectively than smaller companies. With fewer resources to 
devote to Say on Pay, these low vote results may ultimately be defined by process, not compensation. 

Key Findings 

Smaller companies continue to receive lower vote support in 2014 as evidenced by the declining 
average revenue for companies failing Say on Pay over time.  

• Average revenue for companies failing Say on Pay has decreased from $6.0B in 2011 to $2.1B in 
2014 

• Average revenue for companies receiving vote support 70% and above has increased steadily 

• The revenue range of companies failing Say on Pay is shrinking over time; this trend is more 
pronounced in 2014 

Further, after receiving unfavorable vote results, smaller companies aren’t improving year-over-year 
vote percentage as much as larger companies. 

• The average percentage vote improvement of smaller companies that failed Say on Pay in 2013 
has decreased considerably compared to the average improvement in 2011 

Revenue data is from FactSet as of each companies fiscal year-end.  
Say on Pay vote results based on Russell 3000 from SBCG research and Fund Votes LLC, as of September 5, 2014. 

http://www.semlerbrossy.com/sayonpay
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Average Revenue by Vote Bracket ($MMs) 

Revenue of Companies that Failed Say on Pay Compared to All Companies 

Year-over-Year Improvement 

The average revenue 
for companies that 
have failed Say on Pay 
has rapidly decreased 
from $6.0B in 2011 to 
only $2.1B in 2014. 

In 2014, the revenue 
range of failed 
companies shrunk to 
$270MM-$2.5B. 

On average, 
companies with less 
than $500MM in 
revenue that failed 
Say on Pay in 2011 
received 38% more 
support on the next 
vote in 2012 while 
those that failed in 
2013 only improved 
the next vote in 2014 
by 25%. 
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Conclusions 

Our data indicate a continued trend– companies failing Say on Pay are, on average, smaller by revenue 
than in prior years. Smaller companies are also not improving vote results following a failure as much 
as other companies.  

We have two hypotheses for the cause of this outcome: I) Larger companies are more likely to adapt 
pay programs that are aligned with proxy advisor and shareholder preferred practices. These pay 
programs are generally more formulaic and complex. II) Smaller companies generally have fewer 
resources to devote to Say on Pay and cannot address the Say on Pay process to the same degree as a 
larger company. However, there are incremental processes that smaller companies can undergo to 
minimize the chances of a failed Say on Pay vote or to improve vote results after a year with little 
support.  

What can a smaller company do to protect its Say on Pay vote and have bigger vote improvement 
following a lower-than-expected result?  

• Improve shareholder communications about executive pay—This includes proxy disclosure and direct 
engagement with shareholders and proxy advisors 

‒ Communicate the story of the compensation program to investors through a user-friendly CD&A. 
For examples of compelling disclosure, please see the NYSE Governance Services 2014 
Leadership Award Winners 

‒ Engage in focused outreach and leverage the Board for direct engagement where possible 

• Review feedback from prior years—From sources such as vote results, proxy advisors, shareholders 
and even media 

‒ If a common theme arises, reconsider the rationale and necessity of the program element or 
provision. We do not advocate for homogeneity in pay programs, but we suggest that companies 
confirm the purpose of a plan that may have received criticism in the past 

‒ Address specific concerns head on in the proxy and tell the story of the pay program 

• Anticipate Say on Pay implications of program changes 

‒ Allow the Compensation Committee multiple meetings to discuss changes in order to consider 
potential negative criticism in advance 

‒ Prepare sample disclosure and rationale when changes are under consideration, instead of at 
year-end 
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